All three issues are shown to have a strong effect on response time and throughput. Database scaling is explored in two ways. One way assumes an "optimal" configuration for a single host and then linearly scales the database by duplicating the host architecture as needed. The second way determines the optimal number of hosts given a fixed database sige.
All three issues are shown to have a strong effect on response time and throughput. Database scaling is explored in two ways. One way assumes an "optimal" configuration for a single host and then linearly scales the database by duplicating the host architecture as needed. The second way determines the optimal number of hosts given a fixed database sige. The number of such databases is rapidly growing, as more and more information is stored digitally. At the same time, an increasing number of users have access to these databases through the networks.
To handle the increased load, a distributed architecture can be used, dispersing the data and index structures across several computers and performing searches in parallel.
This paper studies the performance trade-offs in such a shared-nothing distributed system.
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To copy otherwiee, or to rapublish, raquiree a faa and/or apeoific permission. A practical system, good for one year or one million dollars, whichever comes first. The abstracts are logically partitioned by physical disk, that is, each disk is assigned a number of abstracts.
An inverted index is then constructed for the abstracts of each disk.
I/O Bus Organization.
Each 1/0 bus controls a subset of disks. An inverted index is constructed for all the abstracts of the disks on each 1/0 bus. Each inverted list is stored on a disk in the 1/0 bus group. Host Organization.
An inverted index is constructed for the abstracts assigned to the disks of each host. The inverted lists are spread across the disks of the host.
System
Organization.
In the previous organizations, for each word, there are multiple inverted lists, one at each disk, 1/0 bus, or host. In the system organization, a single inverted list is generated for each word. Each inverted lists is allotted to one of the disks of the system.
To illustrate these organizations, consider the four documents in Figure 1 In the other organizations, the "a" list is split. For example, in the Host organization, there is one "a" list covering abstracts in disks DO and D 1 (stored in dO in this example), and another '~a" list for the d2, d3 abstracts (stored in d2).
To answer a query originating on a host (the home host) in the disk, 1/0 bus, and host index organizations, a copy of the query is made for each host, This subquery is sent to each host which then matches the subquery against its inverted lists. Since queries consist of keyword-field pairs connected by boolean ANDs, matching is accomplished by constructing the intersection of the inverted lists. The result of the intersection, the answer to the subquery, is then transmitted to the home host. The home host concatenates all the subquery answers to produce the final answer. The subqueries are processed in parallel.
Host CPU O transmits the answer (0) and host CPU 1 transmits the empty answer, The home host concatenates the two answers to produce final answer to the query.
In this paper we address four basic types of questions:
(1) What index organization yields best performance? In the system organization, typically a query only involves a subset of the hosts, leaving the imelevant hosts free to process other queries. On the other hand, the other strategies allow more intra-query parallelism and may generate more uniform loads at the hosts. As mentioned earlier, our work is a continuation of an earlier paper [14] . The four index organization we have described are from that earlier paper. There are, however, two important differences between the earlier study and this one.
. Here we study an abstracts database as opposed to a full-text system. In a full-text system, every single word occurrence is indexed. In an abstracts system, only the abstract is indexed.
If we compare two systems with the same number of documents, the index in the fulltext case will be much larger.
Even if the volume of ' raw data is equal (example: abstracts are a tenth of the size of the full-text documents but there are 10 times as many abstracts), the inverted lists for the abstracts case will still be smaller, This is because repeated words 
Query Processing
As discussed in the introduction, four physical index organizations are considered. We found in previous work [14] that the LAN may be the bottleneck for the system index organization.
To ameliorate this problem we adopt one query processing optimization named "prefetch I" that operates as follows: we divide the processing for a query into two phases. In the first phase, the home site sends a subquery to the host holdlng the shortest inverted list for the query. This host broadcasts the shortest list on the LAN to all other hosts. In the second phase, the remaining inverted lists are retrieved (and intersected if more than one list resides at the same host), except that before results are sent to the home host, they are intersected with the first list broadcast.
This significantly reduces the data volume on the LAN by reducing the mean subquery answer size. (In [14] two other prefetch variations are studied.
For our current study, we evaluated all three variations; Prefetch I was the variation with the best performance, so to economize on space, we only describe the winning variation and its performance.)
To simulate the processing of a query, we consider five stages. The first stage covers the initial CPU processing for parsing the query and generating sub queries. Second, the subqueries are queued at the LAN for transmis-sion to other hosts. Third, the process blocks, waiting for the subqueries to complete. When all the answers are returned the process wakes and simulates another CPU processing stage for the intersecting of the inverted lists. Finally, the process terminates, indicating that the matching for the query is complete.
(If the prefetch algorithm is used, several additional stages are added to account for the two phases.)
A subquery goes through five stages also. First, initial start-up CPU processing is simulated. Second, the cache is checked for the words which appear in the query.
For cache misses, reads are issued to the disks for the invert ed lists. The process blocks, waiting for the disk reads to be returned through the 1/0 bus subsystem.
When all the reads have returned, the subquery process wakes and simulates the intersecting of the inverted lists into an answer by a CPU processing stage. The answer is then queued at the LAN and the subquery terminates. 
Simulation
In this section the hardware simulation is described, together with the parameters that specify the resources consumed by each stage of query execution. An example hardware organization is shown in Figure 2 . Every hardware organization consists of a local area network (LAN) connecting several hosts together. Each host has a CPU and memory, a number of 1/0 buses, and a number of disks. Every host has the same number of 1/0 buses and every 1/0 bus has the same number of disks.
Each host also has a cache. To study database scaling, we first maximize the size of the database which can be effectively processed with the base configuration.
We choose a 4 second mean response time as the limit for an effective information retrieval system. We scale the database on the base configuration (as described in Section 3) until the best response time increases to the threshold of 4 seconds. -------------------+ --,..----.----- This graph is shown in Figure 7 . From this graph we choose the value of 10,0 for the maximum scaling of the database for a single host. We now wish to observe the effectiveness of the system as the number of hosts is increased. Increasing the number of hosts also increases the total number of 1/0 buses, disks, and queries (since the number of queries in the entire system is determined by Multiprogram . Hosts).
In Figure  8 the increase in response time is shown as the number of hosts is expanded, The increase in response time is due to two factors. First, the total load of the system is increasing in proportion to the number of hosts. Second, as the number of hosts increases the traffic across the LAN increases. We see this effect appear at 3 hosts where the prefetch I index organization outperforms the system index organization. Thus, the prefetch I organization scales well as the number of hosts increase.
Given that the prefetch I organization does well as the number of hosts increases, we can compare the is suprising that the cache hit rates vary depending on the organization.
However, the behavior of the caches under the various organizations is quite different.
For the system and prefetch I index organizations an inverted list is cached in only one place in the system.
Thus, there are effectively Hosts number of independent caches. Also, suppose a list slightly larger in size than the cache is read from disk. In the system and prefetch I organization, the list does not fit in the cache and thus the caches would remain unchanged.
In the disk, 1/0 bus, and host organizations, however, all four caches would hold a list of quarter the size, requiring some other lists to be removed from the cache. The figure shows that for the base configuration even a small cache has a good hit rate -achieving over 40% where the maximum possible cache hit rate is about 56% (see Table 2 ). The cache hit rates for the disk, 1/0 bus, and host index organizations are the same since they have the exact same access pattern.
Conclusion
Using queries from the INSPEC database on the FOLIO system at Stanford University, we analyzed strategies for distributing indexes across a set of processors and for performing queries in parallel. Our main result is that inverted lists referenced by queries in such systems tend to be relatively short and it does no-t pay off to split them across hosts, much less across 1/0 subsystems or disks. Either system index organization, or the system index organization with the prefetch I optimization, performs best over wide ranges of parameter values. Prefetch I is especially good as the database size scales up. However, the system organization does utilize the .,. - LAN or processor interconnect more heavily, so it would not be appropriate for systems with slow networks.
our conclusion is different from that of our earlier work [14] where a fufl-text information retrieval system was analyzed.
In that case, inverted lists are much longer, and striping them does pay off. In particular, the host organization was superior in that scenario.
In our experiments, we explored the "mainframes vs. workstations" issue.
That is, we took a specific index distributed over a fixed number of disks and 1/0 buses. Then we considered whether it would be best to connect all these resources to a single fast processor, or to connect them to n processors each of ( I/n)th the speed. The mainframe does achieve moderately higher throughput, but the gains have to be evaluated in light of the higher mainframe cost. In other words, one has to take the throughput rates we report here, and divide them by the dollar cost of each configuration, to obtain a query/see/dollar measure, as is done in transaction processing systems [8] .
Our Finally, as stated in Section 2, we excluded from our trace 26.7~0 of the queries. Many of these are wildcard searches (e.g., searching for the keyword "recession*" to cover words such as "recessionary" and "recessional".)
For each wildcard term, a number of inverted lists have to be read. This effectively increases the system load, as if simply more queries were run. Thus we do not expect the relative performance of the index organizations to change. As a matter of fact, the d~k and 1/0 bus organization may perform even worse due to the increased disk traffic.
Furthermore, the system organization can be tuned so that words with the same prefix hash to the same host (e.g., all inverted lists for words that match "recess*" can be placed on the same host), so that the wildcard search does not involve sending additional lists over the LAN.
